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The Institute for Gennan Cultural Studies colloquium produced yel another remarkable lineup of insightful and original scholarship in the Fall 1996 academic semester, As always. the
colloquium's offerings were not defin-

Cern Ozdemir, Turkish-German member of the German Parliamenl will address the Cornell community in the
Guerlac Room, A. D. White House, on
February 4 at 4:30 p.m. as pan of the
Cornell UniversitylUniversity ofBremen
special German Lecture Series. Title of
the diplomat's address is "Germany, a
Multicultured Country? Problems and
Perspectives from the Viewpoint of a
Turkish-German Politician."
Cern Ozdemir was born in Bad Urach,
Germany in 1965, the only son of Turkish immigrant parents. At the age of 16,
he gave up his Turkish passport and
applied for German citizenship. In 1994,
he received his degree in social work.
While completing his degree, he was
also active as a journalist and a speaker
on socio-cultural questions for the Green
Party. Also in 1994, he became the first
child of Germany's "Gastarbeiter" generation to be elected to the German
Bundestag. He has been an active member of the Green PanyfAlliance '90
since 1981 and has been heavily involved with issues relating to the immi-

When Freud was alive, he went to great
lengths to control the reception of his
theories and punished deviation with
rage and scorn. But since his death, his
work has been disseminated and transformed in ways he could scarcely have
imagined-·not only by his renegade disciples (such as lung and Ferenczi) but via
the channels of poststructuralism, literary criticism, feminism, and queer theory.
The conference "Legacies of Freud:
Translations," which convened in
Cornell's A. D. White House on November 22-24, 1996, attempted to come to
terms with these polymorphous Freud·
ian receptions by creating an interdisciplinary forum for debate and (no doubt)
transference. Organized by Biddy Mar·
tin and Suzanne Stewart, the conference was the centerpiece of a year-long
series of programs on psychoanalysis,
which includes last March'spsychoanalysis workshop and a workshop on race and
psychoanalysis, this semester's seminar
"Freud: Gender and Race" which was
team-taught by Stewan and Martin, and
one further workshop which will be offered at a later date. Since conference
participants were encouraged to stay for
lunch and dinner (which included, at
various moments, such delicacies as
apple-patato-beet salad, pumpernickel
rolls, com pudding, and tiramisu), discussions continued long after the lalks
which had inspired them, creating a
shared sense of scholarly and practical
endeavor. For many of the logistic accomplishments which contributed 10
make the weekend a success, the Institute

(continued on fXlge16)
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able under a singular philosophical. theoretical. or poetic rubric, rather they engaged the participants in a broad range of
theoretical debate. Whether the atmosphere was one of infonned exchange or
heated discussion, it was lively to be
sure.
Early in the fall the IGCS's first guest
was Rodolphe Gasche. who has lived in
Berlin and Paris, but was visiting Cornell

from Buffalo. where he presently teaches.
Gasch£!, author of The Tain ofthe Mirror,
presented his newest work-in-progress:
"Of Mere Form: On Kant's 'Analytic of
the Beautiful.'" Gasche's major project
in the paper was redefining the reader's
understanding of Kant's aesthetics.
Gasche asks, as early as the first paragraph "is the concept of form in Kant's
aesthetics necessarily a formalist concept of form?"
Gasche reads very closely Kant's Third
Critique, trying to distinguish among the
variety of definitions of''form.'' He says
this is a duty that falls to the commentators because Kant maintains a "relative
silence" concerning what sets the form
of the beautiful object apan from the
form of the phenomenon. One trail
which Gaschc follows to guide his observations, is that of the manifold uses ofthe
word "mere" [bloss] in Kant's tellt. He
asks the question: "Does Kant's empha(continued on page /3)
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FACULTY BOOK REVIEW
R~.~~~.!..NG

TH[ GRAil

Romancing the Grail j
Genre. Science. and
Quest In
Wolfram's Panjyal
By Arthur Groos
(Ithaca and London:

Cornell University
Press, 1995) 270 pages
AlTHUR CROC'

Theodore M. Andersson
Arthur Groos has contributed a long
series of specialized and illuminating
papers on Wolfram's Parzjval over the
last thirty years. The first thing to say
about his new book is that it is not a
simple collection of those essays, even
though each chapter builds on rus earlier

studies. Groos's critical machinery is
Bakhtinian. and he uses it nOI only to

interpret the generic moves in Wolfram's
"romance" hut also to effect a dialogic
transposition of his own individual studies inlo a total statement. On his own
Cayugan turf he might be likened (0 the

master of dry-stone construction who
molds quite irreconcilable shapes into a
harmonious whole.
The second lhing to say about his book
is that, contrary to lhe front flap, it is not
really an "introduction." Not a word is
expended on generalities to orient the
nonspecialist. That is all to the good
since we already have more introductions than we need. What has been
missing to date is a challenging reading
of the text as a whole, and that is precisely what Groos offers. He aims at a
readership not only acquainted with the
work but also familiar with some of the
critical problems, indeed a readership
that has pondered the work at some
leisure. In the English-speaking world
that is a small readership, but it stands to
profit from every page of Groos's dense
but lucid analysis.
Looking back at the underlying monographic studies, the readcr might almost
be lieve that they were conceived as protochapters for the present book, but that
impression may owe more to the author's
organizational skills after the fact than to
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any original intention. The chapters
move evenly through the salient moments of the text from Panival's childhood in the forest to his first encounter
with knighthood, his killing of IIher, his
marriage, his first visit to the Grail Castle,
the revelations of Good Friday, and finally to his second arrival at the Grail
Castle and the healing question. The
unity of the study derives from its singleminded focus on Panival. Gawain is
hardly touched on, but we may hope that
Groos will give us his thoughts on this
altcr ego at a later date.
Each chaplcr provides a tight argument
on a phase of Panival's development.
Chapter 2, for example, views Panival's
forest childhood scientifically as a variation on Frederick II' s Skinnerian experiment in raising children without benefit
of a language in order to tesl which
language will spring naturally 10 their
lips, generically as a pasloral prelude to
romance, source critically as a
problematizing of ch.ivalry in comparison with Chretien, and religiously as the
demonstration of a fundamental
"Adamic" ignorance that is a prelude to
Ihe fall and sets the stage for the moral
recuperation of Book 9. ThaI recuperation "is not ritual socialization by penance but a confessional dialogue devoted to rectifying Parzival's moral ignorance" (p. 69).
Analogous themes are pursued in Chapler 3. ''Camivalizing the Court," which
brings our hero to the morally ambiguous Art.hurian court. Panival's easy
killing of Ither further devalues the court
inasmuch as il entails the killing of the
best Art.hurian knight. In social terms
Chretien's strictly ceremonial Nantes
becomes a class-conscious capital in
anticipation of the adventure at
Pelrapeire. while Sir Kay becomes a
parvenu mjnjsterialjs with. no family history. These changes tend 10 undermine
the traditional unity of Hartmann's
Arthurian court. Wolfram counterbalances his challenge 10 the court with a
new religious focus on the killing of
Ither. This act is morally indifferent in
Chretien, but becomes part of the guilt
pallem in Wolfram's recasting. The
shift is underlined by a discussion of the

dubbing ceremony, which, Groos argues, Wolfram suppresses in the
Gurnemanz sequence in favor of a parodistic alternative in Panival's seizure of
the arms belonging to th.e Red Knight
Ither, arms that arc the color of Cain's
clothing. Ultimalely Ihe sword taken in
this ''transgressive knighting ceremony"
(p. 88) is broken by God's grace in
Parzival's duel with Feirefiz in Book 15
(744.10-18), thus precluding real
fraticide.
Chapter 4 studies Wolfram's transformation of Parzival's marriage, arguing
that whereas Chretien manipulates the
rhetoric locally and incidentally, Wolfram effects a major reorganization of
the canvas. The nocturnal encounter
between Perceval and BlanchefTor is no
longer a gallant, slightly Gallic, adventure but an important phase in the hero's
development. Groos observes a (p. 105)
"radical alteration of Ihe hero's and
heroine's relationship from private
concubinage to public rule and marriage." The lingering innocence that
envelopes the encounter is viewed as the
positive counterpart to the Adamic ignorance that arrested Parzival's development in the forest. It is an innocence that,
at the religious level, adumbrates the
"love-saints" of the hagiographic marriage tradition.
The remaining five ch.apters focus on
various aspects of Panival's grail experience. Exceptionally interesting is Chapler 6 on "The Enchanted Body," dealing
with Amfortas's incurable wound. The
contrasting premises of Amfortas's and
parzjval's experiences arc established in
categories such as sell:. versus marriage,
adolescent license versus adult restraint,
or knightly dissipation versus kingly
monogamy (p. 145). But the bulk oflhe
(continued on page /5)
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HARTMUT BOHME
INAUGURATES
HUMBOLDT/CORNELL
EXCHANGE
Brad Prager
The academic exchange with thc
Humboldt University in Berlin is already
enhancing the intellectual and cultural
life for the students and faculty at Cornell
University. This November, to inaugurate thc exchange. Hartrnut Btihme, Professor of Cultural Studies at Humboldt,
presented a lecture at Cornell entitled
"Visions of Light."
Although Bohme is by training a scholar
of Gennan Literature, his work has more

recently
taken
a turn
into
Kulturwissenschaften which can be
viewed as somewhat analogous 10 thc
relati vely new discipline ofCulture Studies here in the United States. Bohme is
thc author of Das Andere der Vemunft
[The Other of Reason] along with publications in thc field too numerous 10
name. In welcoming him here, Professor
Peter Hahendahl pointed out that
Bohme's career and talents are too broad
to allow him to be viewed simply as a
Kant scholar or a Hubert Fichte scholar
or an Albrecht DUrer scholar--to list but
a few of the areas of study in which he has
distinguished himself--rather he should
be seen as someone who takes seriously
the call to rethink and re-examine our
position within the discipline. Professor
Hohendahl pointed out that Bohme is
working [Oward developing a theoretically grounded science of culture. and is
a vocal participant in contemporary debate in and around German Studies. He
is particularly integral in his capacity as
professor in
the brand
new
Kulturwissenschaften program at
Humboldt University. where a faculty of
eight professors, including notables such
as Friedrich Kittler and Thomas Macho.
presently advises well over a thousand
students.
Bohme began his talk by explaining it
would be divided into three parts. In the
first part. he would deal with the philoso-

phy and the metaphysics of light, as
theorized by Plato. who he claimed
formed the foundation for any theory of
light up to the eighteenth century. In the
second part, he intended to explore instances of "Light Art," and take as his
primary example the work of James
TureJl. Finally, he would present a series
of photos representing the metaphysics
of modem light which has the computer
at its center.
Citing the Greek tradition, Bohme described the binh
of Isis and the
way in which
this birth began
a long history of
understanding
knowledge as a
dynamic between "light"
and "night," or
between "the
day and the
darkness." He
pointed out that
both philosophy and knowledge have at
HartmUi Bohm~ at
their center the
principle of reflection of a divine light. It
is a principle which continues to
Heidegger with his concept of Lichtung
(which. although translated as "clearing." literally means lighting or illumination) and beyond. into the present.
Bijhme described light as an absolute
metaphor, prior to the metaphor space. It
is only through light. he added, that
space becomes possible. Even the human body is made possible only through
the presence of light, as the fire of the
soul corresponds mythically to the Astral Sphere.
After a brief discussion of the beauty of
light and the role it plays in Goethe's
Theory of COlOTS which centers on the
"sun-eye," Bijhme moved into a discussion of Plato's cave allegory which can
be understood as a metamorphosis of the
world into a media laboratory, made
possible by the play of light and shadow.
If one extracts from the Platonic metaphor the idea of a real world beyond the
cave, one is left with the equation of light

and thought. This, he claimed, is the
definitive formulation of light metaphysics; there exists only "a universal transparency."
From the historical schema he moved
forward into an examination of artistic
representations of light. In visual representations, such as those ofJames Turell,
we have evidence of "the seeing of
seeing," and the claim that to lose the
ability to detect light is to lose perception. Otherrepresentations included those
of volcanic craters in
Arizona in which the
absence of light creates
a tremendous presence.
This type of light art.
Bohme argued. created
an awareness of the
viewing subject's ability, or inability, to see,
and thus view the source
of knowledge.
For the final part of his
talk, Bohme showed a
series of photographic
representations of workplaces in a post-indusCornell
trial context. The hundreds of thousands of
people working signify the quintessence
of the most highly developed rationality,
This moment in the workplace was, as
cited by Bohme, what Robert Musil once
referred to as ''the freezing abstraction of
life." This frozen abstraction is centered
on the computer, and this centering,
Bohme indicates. has provoked the human subject to undergo profound
changes. The question around the computer becomes: how can the human
being remain static when the computer
keeps us alive in intensive care units and
conducts OUT wars for us?
This control by the computer however
is not transparent. Computers become a
medium of daily exchange invisible to
those conducting the exchange. like
money as formulated by Marx. The
images themselves were photographs of
people in so-called "clean rooms," or
static free environments. in which it is
impossible to distinguish between ice
cream factories, AIDS research laboratories, and torpedo assembly plants. In
(continutd on pagt 16)
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DEMILITARIZATION
AND
REMILITARIZATION
AFTER THE COLD
WAR
Stefan Senders
The two day conference. "Demilitari-

zation. Remilitarizauon After the Cold
War in Gennany, Japan, Peru. the USA"
was held at Cornell over September 6
and 7, 1996. The conference was interdisciplinary and was sponsored by the
dcpanmcm of Anthropology. the Easl
Asia Studies Program. the Latin Ameri-

can Studies Program, the Institute for
European Studies. the Peace Studies
Program, and the Rose Goldsen Fund on
[mages of Society. The first day's discussion focused on the USA and Germany, the second on Peru and Japan.
The comparative dimension of the con·
ference was matched by the diverse theoretical approaches taken by the participants, as well as their varied interpretations of the conference's slated aims
which were, strangely enough. staled
entirely in the negative: "We arc not
interested in: I. the thesis that security
issues arc now defined by economic or
environmental rather than military interests; 2. a discourse analysis of the way
military experts speak, or the way in
which military metaphors are used to
cross-reference domains of action; 3. the
transformation of militaries into volunteer, multicultural bodies representative
of diverse social constituencies; 4. how
military experts define themselves and
their functions; 5. changes in missile
counts. conventional and nuclear weapons, or shifts 10 a high-tech militaries.
We consider these issues significant but
symptomatic rather than generative of
militarism."
The panicipants were not inhibited by
the negative guidelines and spoke, for
the most pan, on precisely the issues the
organizers claimed to be least interested
in. For all the con.ference' s diversity, the
presentations were remarkably conso-
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nant. and the works of Michael Geyer
(University of Chicago) and Konrad
Jarausch (University of N. Carolina),
both of which focused on Gennany. were
particularly well matched.
Konrad Jarausch made an important
distinction between disarmament and
demilitarization. Disarmament, he argued, is the destruction of the military
machine. the disassembly of the technology and infra-structure of war. Demilitarization refers to a change in attitudes
and culture.
Disarmament in Germany was no
simple project; it took years to complete
and encompassed both material and psychological transfonnations, The materials of war. from battleships to prison
camps, were either destroyed or divided
amongst the allies, and some, such as
pri son camps, even maintained their functions while changing hands. People too
were a material part of disarmament
German POWs were still being repatriated as late as the mid-1950s.
Demilitarization was closely linked to
denazification, Jarausch argued, and was
dependent on the partial "erasure" of
Nazi military culture and institutions.
He stressed the importance of the allied
military presence, and the cultural and
military ruptures which characterized
the War's end. The scope of defeat, the
shifting line dividing perpetrators from
bystanders, and the overwhelming number of refugees hindered militarism's
return. But Jarausch concluded that individual horror was probably the most
important factor in preventing the rebirth of militarism; it precluded the
mythologization of suffering. The dead,
he argued, were only celebrated outside
of Germany,as glory, the currency ofthe
First World War, was replaced by shame.
As memory shifted from real war to the
imagined and media war in Vietnam so
developed a new anti-militarism. The
result, according to Jarausch: the Germans are "internationally insufferable",
The new Germany is more of a "community of responsibility," defined by a national unity centered on moral progressivism. This, argued Jarausch, is what
happens when you re-educate people "They really learn something!"
The

political culture of today's Germany, he
argued. is best characterized as a "postnational" culture, a nation-state without
nationalism.
Michael Geyer, in his talk, which was
entitled "Cold War Angst How the Ger·
mans came to Love and Hate the Atomic
Bomb." asked "Why, when Germans
consistently opposed conscription and
the nuclear presence, did they just as
consistently vote for panies which favored them?" The build-up of nuclear
weapons in West Germany began in
1953, finally becoming the world's largest and most concentrated nuclear stockpile in the world. On the other side of the
Wall. the GDR also kept full arsenals of
nuclear, chemical. biological, and conventional weapons. For Gennans, said
Geyer. the bomb was a matter of dailylife; the citizenry was "held hostage,"
involuntarily playing targets in mock
bombing runs and troop maneuvers. This
phantasmic war was inextricably linked
in the Gennan imagination to the real
war which preceded it; nuclear genocide
recalled Nazi Genocide. "When Germans talk about death," asserted Geyer,
"they know what they're talking about."
Why then the ambiguity in questions of
conscription and rearmament? The postwar Gennan military sphere was above
all an international one, and the German
opposition to remilitarization was a specific response to this international configuration. The opposition, according to
Geyer. focused not so much on the military per se, rather it resisted Germany's
loss of a national army to an international
regime.
A "Cold War" must be based on a credible threat of mutual annihilation. Both
sides, Geyer argued, must believe in the
threat; to doubt would be to ignite a hot
war. Cold War is a "warped fonn of
protection" that functions by holding a
citizenry hostage to fear. Its human cost
isthedeath ofthe imagination. Gennany's
task, according to Geyer. is to regain that
imagination.

Stefan Senders is a graduate student
in the Depanmenr ofAnthropology at
Cornell

********
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GEORGE MaSSE
LECTURES ON EXILE
EXPERIENCE
Michael Richardson
On Tuesday September 17. George
Mosse. A.D. White Professor at Large,
Weinstein Professor Emeritus of Jewish
Studies at Hebrew University. and

Bascom Professor Emeritus of His lOry at
the University of Wisconsin at Madison.

gave a lively and engaging lecture on his
personal e~pcriences with exile. entitled
"Political Awakenings: Berlin, Exile.
Anti-Fascist Struggle."
Masse began by noting that his lecture
would be more autobiographical than
academic. since he felt that the experiences ofone life. as part of the events that
swept through Europe during the first
half of the century, could say something
about the kind of political awakening
experienced by an entire generation. "No
one is typical. but I think onc can make
a personal experience meaningful." He
added that, while no group of exiles were
so eager to communicate their experiences as Hitler exiles, anxious to justify
themselves and their failure to prevent
catastrophe, most of these exiles had
already made their mark in Weimar:
there are few accounts by the younger
generation, who experienced this exile
differently.
Mosse noted that, though political commitment came later, his generation was
politically conditioned almost from binh;
his first memories were ofpolitical events:
the death of Eben, and a visit to a soup
kitchen. The urban landscape of Berlin
was "a landscape of misery and political
unrest. After World War I they didn't
hide their war wounded like today,"
Mosse commented; they were seen, but
still neglected. No one, however, could
ignore the rise of the military right, even
during the stabilization period of the
mid-twenties. Mosse experienced this
rise quite acutely, since his family house,
which represented the Jewish press par
excellence for the Nazis, was often the
center of demonstrations.

From these early memories, Mosse
nOled two moments in particular which
have stuck with him. The first was a real
sympathy for the children of the mighty,
whose parents were so often drawn
through the mud. The second moment
was his firsl experience of politics as a
mass spectacle. As ateenager, he sneaked
away from his governess to attcnd a
Hitler rally. It was there, amidst the
speeches and shouting, that he felt himself gctting carried away, and drawn into
panicipating. Mosse noted that it was
this sort of politics of crowds, this political theater which dominated politics between Ihe two wars.
Mosse continued that unlike the older
generation, for him, exile was something
exciting: "Paris beckoned!" Yet even in
the moment of leaving he experienced
what he said made Gennany both great
and problematic. Having gotten away
from his headmistress who threatened to
keep him at school as punishment, Mosse
sought to flee Gennany on the night
before new laws were to take effect
requiring exit visas to leave. Rushing to
take the last ferry over Lake Constance,
he arrived at I) :45 p.m. Although the
dock was lined with brownshirts, who
knew very well who he was, he was
allowed to leave on the last ferry.
"Deutsche Genauigkeit," Gennan exactness, said Mosse - even in that moment, they did not stop him, since the law
hadn't yet taken effect
Mosse felt that the real defining moment for his generation came with the
Spanish Civil War. In 1937, upon entering Cambridge University, he experienced for the first time his chance 10
fight. Only the U.S.S.R. stood out against
the fascists; accordingly he joined the
Cambridge Socialist Union. Mosse was
quick to note, however, that while antiFascism now has the status of a mere
Bolshevik slogan, at that time the concept was much more complex. To begin
with, the anti-fascist movement involved
liberals and communists, as well as other
groups. Although the Paris writers' conferences in 1935 and in Valencia in 1937
were inspired by communists, anti-Communists participated as well. Moreover,
anti-Fascism was more than just a politi-

G~org~ Mo$S~

cal movement - it was a striving for
totality, for involving the whole person,
a rejection of the liberal division of life
and politics. Anti-Fascism was a total
cultural movement - they had songs,
poetry, even movies about the Spanish
Civil War. Mosse remarked jokingly,
"there were lots of Pete Seegers at the
time." It gave body to radicalism, since
it had an attainable goal: victory against
Fascism.
Yet anti-Fascism was not without its
contradictions and paradoxes, even within
its own slogan: Against war and Fascism! In a 1937 Cambridge debate,
attended by Chamberlain, the topic was
"We shall (not) fight for King and country:" Chamberlain was defeated. "We
thought it was a great relief," Mosse
recalled ironically, "when Chamberlain
came home from Munich after selling
out Czechoslovakia." Soon thereafter,
however. Churchill came to speak at the
com exchange. Though many students
(inel uding Mosse) came to jeer Churchi II,
by the end they had become so caught up
in his rhetoric that they stood up and
cheered. When asked later why they all
cheered even though they disagreed with
Churchill, Mosse replied, "It wasn 'I what
he said. The speech was symbolic; we
knew what he would say. It was the
whole atmosphere, the whole tension.
His method of asking questions, of drawing people in. He was quite an imposing
figure." Even in England, Mosse finished, the politics of crowds, the mass
experience was Ihe dominant fonn of
political discourse.
There was something else that defined
his political awakening at the time: the
British Left Book Club, something that
(contifl~d on pog~
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SYMPOSIUM ON
GERMAN·JEWISH
CULTURAL STUDIES,
APRIL 18·19, 1997
"New Directions in German-Jewish
Cultural SlUdies" is the title of the symposium scheduled for April 18-19, 1997
at Cornell under the aegis of the Institute
for German Cultural Studies. Organizer
is Professor Michael Steinberg of the
History Depanmcm.
Speakers will include Presidenl Leon

HOlstein of Bard College; Professor David
Sorkin, Department of History, University of Wisconsin. Madison; Professor
Scott Spector. ProfessorofHistory. University of Michigan: Adam Hoffman,
graduate student, Depanment of HislOry. Cornell; Andres Nader, graduate
student, Department of German Studies,
Cornell; and Anthony Nassar. lecturer.
Department of German Studies, Cornell.
The symposium will be held in the
Gueriac Room on April 19 and in an
alternate venue on April 18 (10 be confinned closer to the date). Beginning
time on Friday is 4;30 p.m. For further
information, contact the Insti tute for German Cultural Studies at 255-8408. closer
:J
to the date.

••••••••
PETER DEWS
LECTURES ON
HABERMASIN
NOVEMBER
Peter Dews, Visiting Professor, New
School for Social Research, and Professor of Philosophy, University of Essex
gave a lecture at Cornell on November 19
entitled "Disenchantment and the Persistence of Evil: Habennas and German
Idealism. Sponsors were the Society for
the Humanities and the Institute for German Cultural Studies. A fuller coverage
of Professor Dews' visit will be in the
form of an interview conducted by Gov·
ernment Department graduate student
Brian Jacobs, in the spring issue of the

Newsletter.
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SWISS WRITER TALKS
ABOUT HIS
COUNTRY'S IDENTITY
CRISIS
Barbel Bohr
On October 29 Swiss-German novelist
and historian Otto Marchi gave a talk at
Cornell on the current identity crisis of
the Swiss people. Marchi, who has pub·
lished four novels to date, is also known
for a critical analysis of Swiss national
mythology in his Schweizer Geschichte

fiir Ketzer oder Die wundersame
Entstehung der Eidgenossenschaft (Swiss
History for Heretics or The Miraculous
Formation of the Swiss Confederation,
51985). The author intended to show that
understanding of the identity crisis is
obscured by stereotypes of Swiss culture: an idyllic dreamland of artisans and
mountains of chocolate never sullied by
war. According to Marchi, firm belief in
Swiss neutrality also boosts the image of
continuity and stability.
Yet, Marchi disclosed the darker sides
of this self-perception that call into question Switzerland's continued attempts to
pursue an insular outlook. Increasing
domestic problems (drugs, violence,
unemployment) as well as international
issues, like possible European Union
membership, destabilize the traditional
Swiss self-image. Many Swiss fear the
loss of local autonomy and national neutrality, but Marchi emphasized the immoral, cynical character of neutrality at
all costs. He frequently referred to humanitarian crimes the Swiss committed
to maintain their neuttal status, such as
turning away Jewish refugees from NaziGennany, and the recent scandal about
Jewish fonunes deposited in Swiss banks,
which the Swiss until a short while ago
denied any knowledge of.
Marchi also mentioned that the demise
of the iron curtain threatens Swiss-German identity. In spite of the liberating
effects of this historical process, SwissGermans feel themselves overwhelmed
by the enlarged Germany. Marchi concluded that Swiss-German writers never-

thelcss continue to define their linguistic
and cultural identity within the regional
community of the Alemannic mentality.
The lively and personal talk was followed by Marchi reading from his story
entitled "Otto", as well as from his novel
Landolls Rezept (Landolfs Recipe). The
texts clearly showed Marchi's main aim:
to delineate the truth about the past. 0

Biirbel Bohr is a graduate student in
Romance Studies a/ Majnz University

••••••••
POSTCOLONIAL
THEORY AND
GERMAN STUDIES
COLLOQUIUM IN APRIL
On April 4-5, 1997 the Institute for
German Cultural Studies will sponsor a
colloquium on Postcolonial Theory and
German Studies. The event is being
organized in conjunction with a spring
semester graduate seminar offered under
the same title and taught by Professor
Leslie A. Adelson, of the Department of
German Studies. The colloquium's featured speaker is the Turkish-German
writer and intellectual Zafer ~enocak.
Born in Ankara in I % I, Senocak has
lived in the Federal Republic of Germany since 1970, where he has become
one of the most prominent authors and
critics of the burgeoning field of Turkish-German literature. At Cornell he
will make two public presentations: a
reading from his literary works in German will be followed by a critical discussion in English.
The other speakers on the program are
from academic institutions in the U. S.:
Professor Susanne M. Zantop of
Dartmouth College. Assistant Professor
Helmut Smith from Vanderbilt University and Assistant Professor Katrin Sieg
of Indiana University.
Organizer of the colloquium is Professor Adelson. The event is free and open
to to the public. For further information,
contact the Institute for German Cultural
Studies at 255-8408.
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FACULTY PUBLICATIONS
Sexuality, Stale,
and Ciyll Society
in Germany
1700·1815
By Isabel V. Hull
(Ithaca and London:
Cornell University Press

1995)

This book analyzes a central aspect of
the great transformation from absolutism to the beginnings oflhe modem state

and modern civil society in the
Germanies. It focuses on the change in

!.he public interest in sexual behavior that
detennines what should be regulated by
public authorities and what should be

left to "private" freedom. Under absolutism, no realm of sexually determined

"privacy" existed. But as the "public"
changed from absolutist stale monopoly

to an uneven sharing of responsibility
between government and civil society in
the lale 18th century. the significance of

sexual behavior to state and social organiulion changed as well. As centrally as
the concept of economic freedom (propen.y). sexually defined freedom ("privacy") determined the line where the
state stopped and independent civil society began.
i.v.h.
C

GERMAN
COLLOQUIUM SERIES
SPRING 1997
The German Colloquium series, sponsored by the Institute for German Cultural Studies, will continue in the Spring
semester with the usual format of outside
professors and Cornell graduate students
presenting papers. Among those attending are Sara Lcnno:\. University of Massachusetts, Susan Buck-Morss, Cornell;
Barbara Hahn. presently Associate Professor, Princeton University; Volker
Menens. Freie Universitat, Berlin: and
Cornell graduate students Eleanor
Courtemanche ( Comparati ve Literature).
Brian Jacobs (Government). and Andres
Nader (German Studies).
0
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FACULTY PROFILE
The Department of German Studies
welcomed Professor Les lie A. Adelson as
the newest addition to its faculty in autumn 1996. Having received her doctoral degree in German literature from
Washington University in 1982, Adelson
was on the faculty of the Ohio State
University for fourteen years beforecoming to Cornell, where she is looking
forward to being a part of a vibrant
intellectual enterprise devoted to interdisciplinary German cultural studies.
Although her predissertalion work focussed on eighteenth-century literature
and subjectivity, Adelson's allention
turned to West German culture since
1945 with a doctoral thesis on Botho
StrauB. Her 1984 book, Crisjs of Subjectivity: BothoStrauB's Challenge to West
Geonan Prose ofthe 1970s, was the first
scholarly monograph to address the cultural and political significance of West
Germany's most controversial playwright
and novelist of the late twentieth century.
Additional specializations in feminist
theories of culture and society and minority discourse in the postwar German
context let to the publication in 1993 of
Making Bodies. Making History; feminism and Gennan Identity. For this
book, which reformulates questions of
embodiment and historical agency of
concern to German Studies and Women's
Studies alike, Adelson was awarded the
Modem Language Association's first
Aida and Jeanne Scaglione Prize for and
Outstanding Scholarly Study in the Field
of Germanic Languages and Literatures
(1994).
On the basis of this publication and
additional scholarly work on burgeoning
fields of inquiry in contemporary German culture Adelson was the first American scholar in the humanities to receive
the DAAD Prize for Distinguished Scholarship in German Studies. This prize,
administered by the German Academic
Exchange Service (DAAD), was presented to Adelson by Richard von
Weizslicker at a gala dinner in New York

Leslie A~lson

City in Junc 1996. With ongoing teaching and research interests in minority
cultures in postwar Germany (especially
those concerning Jews. Turks, and AfroGermans) Adelson is currcntly writing a
critical book-length study of TurkishGerman culture. Rejecting the notion
that this culture represents a marginal
cultural response to a marginal sociological phenomenon of the postwar era,
Adelson hopes to change the way that
students and scholars of German Studies
conceptualize contemporary Gennan
culture and its historical contingencies.
For this reason Adelson was delighted
to teach a graduate seminar on TurkishGerman literature and an undergraduate
seminar on minority literatures in the
Federal Republic in autumn semester
1996. A graduate seminar scheduled for
spring semester 1997. "Postcolonial
Theory and German Studies," will address different albeit related issues from
an explicitly theoretical perspective.
Thanks to the suplXlrt of the Institute for
German Cultural Studies Adelson will
also be organizing a colloquium on the
subject of the seminar. This interdisci·
plinary colloquium. to be held April 4·5,
will bring several outside speakers to
Cornell and feature Zafer ~enocak, a
leading Turkish-German intellectual,
poet, essayist. and cultural critic. Please
look for further posting from the Institute
regarding this upcoming event.
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(Freud - COfll;nued from page 1)

for German Cultural Studies and
the Society for the Humanities
deserve thanks for pulling and
keeping together--what one conference participanl called··a
weekend assembly of "analysts,
theorists, and crazy people."
The first speaker of the conference. Hal Foster of Cornell's
An History Department inaugurated whal was 10 become over
the course of the dJy a healed
Cathy
engagement wilh the traumatic
''touch of the Real" in memory and visual representation. With his paper titled
"Obscene, Abject. Traumatic." Foster
discussed the question of obscenity and
cultural subversion in the work of contemporary "shock artists" such as Cindy
Sherman and Andres Serrano. While
arguing that both artists engage in the
"return of the Lacanian Real"--a theme
which has dominated recent art and art
theory--their works reflect two distinct
tendencies in contemporary "political"
art. Whereas Serrano's work (such asthc
now well-known "Semen-Blood" or
"Piss-Christ") e:\cmplifies a tendency to
indulge inpolitical "infantilism" and
operates solely within the confines of the
Lacanian image-screen. Sherman evokes
''the subject under the gaze itself' and in
so doing refracts the gaze back upon
itself as the object of its own gaze. Her
specific mode of engaging the Symbolic
from within the Symbolic itself--espccially in her later work depicting almost
unidentifiably dismembered and fragmented bodies under the photographic
gaze--articulates the impossibi lity to have
recourse to language when touched too
suddenly by the Real, abject, or the
unrepresentable traumatic. In the discussion following his presentation, Foster was reluctant to advocate explicitly
any specific mode of representation and
commented only that his criticism of the
self-indulgence of artists such as Serrano
e:\pressed his and others' general sense
of fatigue with ''the paradigm of the
picture as simulacrum." When asked
whelher pathos itself is not a possible
mode of subversion, especially in terms
of feminine and queer difference, Foster
reversed the order of the question by
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of understanding all the words
of this "clinical repon." This
dicM gesture of the analyst
monotonously reciting the transcripts of an analytical session
at, let's say, a conference hosled
by an Ivy League institution and
attended by analysts, academics, and students seemed to perform the panicular problem of
psychoanalysis in the academy,
which
often stops at the nominaCaruth. Dori Laub, Biddy Manin at the conference
tion of a psychic condition, and
criticizing artists such as Serrano for thus adopts a distant and indifferent potrying to escape difference by "tiring and sition rather than one of engagemcnt··or
automatic" responses to--to make a long pcrfonnance.
After a brief coffee break, the panicihilstory shon--cultural paradigms.
The subject of traumatic encounters pants were brought back to more cffons
with the Real, if any encounter with the to approach the Real or the traumatic in
Caruth's
presentation
Real can be anything but traumatic. took Cathy
a tum in Peggy Phelan's paper "Not "Decision's Wound." Caruth, Emory
Surviving Reading" which argued for University, focused primarily on how
the possibility of a performative form of the persistenl reoccurence of flashbacks
identification. Phelan, New York Uni- after a traumatic occurrence was not
versity, began by foregrounding the theo- merely a pathology "but seems to be an
retical problems of the twO forms of attempt ofconveyi ng the truth;" the flashidentification that freud offers us, the back is the effect of "seeing too much
hysterical and the narcissistic. To sum- reality." However, the enigma of trauma
marize, both forms begin and end with a is that the specific manifestation of a
notion ofthe "patient" as sick, excluding flashback is "seemingly literal, accuhim or her from the "cure" of his or her rate. yet not available to consciousness"
own "condition." Over these two forms, and that the traumatized subject becomes
Phelan advanced the concept of the vehicle for a memory that he or she
pcrformative identification through cre- does not possess. The flashback, Caruth
ative textual production. Reading from argued, is the failure of the traumatic
the transcripts of an analytical session event to obtain meaning and thereby to
between an analyst and a "patient" named be integrated into consciousness. She
"Echo," Phelan recounted Echo's his- cited the case of a construction worker,
tory: an academic who has just lost a who having just escaped death from a
close friend and colleague to death and collapsing building, had run back in and
who now wanted to die. Echo and her found his dead colleague whose eyes had
analyst had decided to use the transcripts been dislodged from their sockets. The
of their sessions and Echo's personal construction worker repeated to his anawritings as the basis of not so much a lyst: "I saw he was dead. Did he sce me?
"working-through"but a "working-with" Can an eye still see if popped out of the
her cathected relationship with her de- socket?" The event of this man's trauma
ceased friend. Yel while recounting this was that he had to see what he could not
"case," Phelan's presentation took on know··whether his dead friend could see
the more interesting characler of per- him grieving. This problem of witnessforming the problems of reading a third ing changes the understanding of the
person's experiences, As she later told traumatic event: Is it the empirical event
one of the other conference presenters, or the event of not having been seen
she intentionally read through Echo's witnessing? In the trauma of survival.
transcripts as quickly as possible so as the even! is "a missed confrontation with
not to allow the audience the possibility death" in which the accident of death
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becomes the accident of life--an accident which cannot be cognized. The
silence of the memory itself becomes the
event. Caruth concluded with a discussion
of the
historical
and
transgenerational character ofthe traumaevent, particularly as it pertains to Holocaust survivors and their children. Although the child never eltperienced the
empirical event of the trauma, he or she
often had the residues ofa shared memory
of the Holocaust.
In the final paper of the day, Dori Laub
of Yale University continued Caruth's
discussion
of the
truth
of
transgenerational
trauma and the
trauma of witnessing in his paper, "Thanatos
and
Psychic
Trauma; A Psychoanalytic
Theory of Forgetting."
He
began by foregrounding his
own relationship
to the Holocaust-hisownwitnessing--as a child
survivor and as
an adult analyst
working with
other survivors at
Yale's Fortunoff
Video Archive
for Holocaust
Testimonies. The survivors' vivid memories, in the most minute detail of their
eltperiences of deportation in trains, of
arrival at the camps, and of their subsequent life in them at once seem to confirm their eltperiences and yet seem to
alienate the survivors from them--as if
they were someone else's memories.
The historical trauma ofthe Holocaust is
that it was an event without a witness;
even the survivors themselves seem to be
precluded from the role as witness to
their own trauma.
While making many references to the
theoretical ground already established
by Caruth earlier that day, Laub continued his discussion with the enigma of
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thanatos (the Freudian notion ofthe death
instinct or drive). He argued that the
traumatized body is conducive to future
events of trauma either over time in
another event or transgenerationally. In
the discussion after his talk he cited the
case of the Yom Kippur War during
which time the memories of the Holocaust began to resurface in Israel as the
people of the country once again faced
the very real possibility of annihilation.
The entire state of Israel was possessed
by the memory of the Holocaust despite
the fact that the population of actual
survivors in the country was compara-

tively small. The atrocity of this historical event writes itself on to the bodies of
an entire nation forming what can be
understood as collective and
transgenerational trauma. A lively debate followed about whether the analyst
as a witness to the witnessing should ever
confirm the analysand's understanding
of reality.
The neltt morning of the conference,
Tracie Matysik. a graduate student in
the Cornell History Department. started
the day off with her paper "AndreasSalome's Non-Sacrificial Ethics." She
began by providing the audience with a
brief historical contelttualization of this
too often overlooked figure in the history

of psychoanalysis. Salome, who is more
popularly known as the woman who
rejected Nietzsche's hand, began working with Freud shortly before the First
World War and further developed his
Oedipal narrative to the inclusion of the
female child. By asking the question of
the woman's role in religious formation,
Salome argued that the daughter's relationship to Law and thereby the Father
did not include the latter's sacrificial
murder as in Freud's narrative of the
Urlwrde. Rather, the feminine internalizes a piece of the Law and enjoys a
playful relationship to it in the fonn of a
profound respect for it; however, unlike the
male Oedipal
scene, this relationship is not
driven by guilt.
Matysik pointed
out that what
psychoanalysis
today can gain
from Salome's
notion of "feminine passivity"
and "love" is a
theory based on
the subject's respect for the
other and on an
ethics without
sacrificial murder.
A very different paper was offered by lise GrubrichSimitis, a psychoanalyist and editor of
the Freud collected works at the Fischer
Verlag. Her presentation, titled "Syllabic Chemistry on Sigmund Freud's
Notes," documented some of the important philological details of Freud's writing which have been largely ignored or,
quite simply, left unresearched. She
identified three distinct phases in Freud's
arduous process of writing, which Freud
himself likened to having ''frightful labor pains": first, the taking of notes and
making observations; second, the writing of drafts in the fonn of key words;
and finally the meticulous reworking
and composing of his articles. Each step
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reflected the slow movement from
Freud's "private language" to his now
well-known "public" one. In the drafts,
Freud often began with analogies, metaphors, and myths to help gain access to
the unconscious--a method which reflects his belief in the individual's tendency to recall prehistoric evcnts in language. In her research Grubrich-Simitis
also came across some amusing details
in Freud's early drafts, such as the
occcurrcnce of a "Freudian Slip." In the
process offonnulating the imponance of
a certain concept, Freud had meant to
write "ohne ihn kann man es nicht
verstehen" [''without it one cannot understand it"} but had written instead
"ohnehin kann man es nicht verstehen"
["one cannot understand it at all"l.
Grubrich-Simitis also gave the less amusing report that many of Freud's notes,
now housed at the U. S. Library of Congress, are is such a state of disorganization that they are off-limits to the public.
After a brief break, Beth Povinelli
from the University ofChicago presented
her paper, titled "Ethnography and Psychoanalysis." which explored the nature
of colonial libidinal investment in the
Aboriginal bodies of Australia. The
Australian colonial scene of 1788 coincided with the height of British nationalism and entailed the optimism, Povinelli
argued, of establishing a new English
civil order which did not necessarily
exclude the Aborigines from the outset.
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This new order, however, was perceived
to be threatened by the English subjects'
interracial sexual intercourse with Aborigines whose distinct culture could
disturb the entrenchment of colonial
power. To localize male sexuality and
prevent male homosexuality among Europeans and Aborigines, the government
promoted prostitution and banned all
sexual contact with the indigenous
people. This prohibition against interracial heterosexual sex played into the
homosexual colonial desire for the body
of the cultural other; sex, Povinelli maintained, was used to signify the difference
between cultures. While the first-contact situation between these two cultures
was characterized by a certain optimism
by the British. this optimism was lost
when the colonial other "failed" to fulfill
his part in producing the bodily pleasure
desired by the colonial fantasy of control. Povinelli suggested that the psychoanalytic concept of melancholia
might provide a useful theoretical explanation for colonial desires and practices
in the wake of lost optimism. She also
argued that Freudian psychoanalysis and
its focus on sexual difference and libido
could be understood as the displacement
of racial and national concerns on to the
metaphorics of sex.
After lunch, Christian Gundermann,
graduatc student in the Cornell Gennan
Depanment, prescntcd a paper on "Murder,Identification, Jokes," which linked

Huben Fichte's ethnography with the
anti-identificatory epistcmology of
Freud's "skeptical joke." While Freud's
concept of identification is underpinned
by an assumption of unitary identity,
Gundennann argued, Freud's theory of
the joke, or Witz, frames a more complex
theory of identification. The skeptical
joke, in particular, such as the Jewish
self-critical joke, parodies the cenainty
of the joker's knowledge. The successful Witz (or the "unroyal road to the
unconscious") is constructed socially
and, because the joker is always implicated in his own joke, undoes positivist
consl/'Uctions of identity. Gundennann
then turned to Hubert Fichte's ethnographic work with Afro-Brazilian priestesses, whose traditions were under attack by the fascist Brazil ofthe 1950s and
'60s. Fichte, a postwar Gennan, played
up his own projective identification with
the "anti-fascist" priestesses by
foregrounding the poetic materiality of
his translations. The ethnographic "interviews" were in fact conducted as a
two-sided language lesson in French and
Portuguese, which Gundermann examined with a series of close readings. In
the discussion, Gundermann elaborated
on the context of Fichte's Brazilian ethnography, which was conducted for the
benefit of the interviewees themselves
rather than for a Gennan audience, and
responded to objections that mereIy "cannily re-enacting" a form of identification
might nOl be enough to undo it.
Ruth Leys, John Hopkins University,
then gave a paper titled '''On the acceptance of unpleasure': Mimicry and Repetition in Ferenczi's Concept of Psychic
Trauma," which opened with the revelation that in December 1931, the psychoanalyst Ferenczi allowed his patient Clara
Thompson to kiss him. Leys developed
this anecdote into a discussion of
Ferenczi's attitude toward "impassive"
clinical behavior, mimetic subject-formation, and the possibility of curing the
universal human tendency to mendacity.
Thompson's kiss was a challenge to her
analyst to stop "dissimulating" his feelings and led him to experiment with a
''therapeutics of sincerity," which was
not nOlably successful with either his
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patients or his colleagues. Leys noted
that in the clinical diaries from this period, Ferenczi appears 10 confuse several
models of trauma: the originary model
of trauma, in which the splitting of ego
and object constitutes the "nonnal" subject; and the "pathological" model of
trauma which focuses on the splitting of
an already existing ego. He theorized
thai the subject was "photochemically"
molded by external stimuli--thus, that
identification precedes object relations,
and mimesis precedes hallucination and
trauma. The traumatic subject regresses
to the helpless infant who experiences
mimetically: "When frightened by a
dog, t become adog." This logic implies
the impossibility ofrememberi ng trauma,
so the notion of a cure would not apply.
Ferenczi's study of the "hysterical lie"
led him to conclude that the child inevitably learns to dissimulate from observing adult hypocrisy--by doubting her
own judgment, feeling pressure to confonn, and then unconsciously repeating
adult deceptions. Ferenczi's clinical
practice eventually focused on the "utopian" goal of undoing the patient's mimetic falsehood, which would entail the
cure of society itself. The discussion of
Leys' paper focused on the use of
Ferenczi's critique of adult hypocrisy in
current debates about the value of retrieved memories of child abuse, and on
the therapeutic dilemma of offering patients "both sympathy and reality," and
recognizing thai cure may depend on a
kind of forgetting.
After a coffee break, the audience
reassembled to hear Michael Parsons, a
British practicing psychoanalyst and
trai ning analyst, pose the question "Whatever Happened to Drive Theory?"' Parsons traced the concept of instinctual
drives back 10 the "pleasure-seeking"
Epicureans, and through Darwin and
Wilhelm Neumann, who in 1859 already
spoke of anxiety as the result of a disturbance of drives. Working within Ihe
paradigm of the natural sciences. Freud
conceived of drive theory as a quantitative, hydraulic model of the psyche, and
was the first to theorize drives as opposing each other. The rise of the "human
sciences," in which the observer plays an
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active role, means that the na!Ural-science-hased model of the drive no longer
serves as a legitimaling function. Although the concept of the drive works
well with sexual object choice, added
Parsons, it is less obviously relevant to
the "drive" to self-preservation. Drive
theory has thus been superseded by object relations theories, which organize
desire by object rather than libidinal
source. Drive theory is also a "circular"
theory, since the existence of drives is
only proved by the behaviors that indicate them. However, Parsons suggested
that drive theory retains a heuristic function, and that drive theory and object
relations might be interdependent modes
of explanation. The scientific status of
psychoanalysis is still a source of anxi·
ety, he pointed out. as expressed in the
recent move to jeuison metapsychology
altogether. Psychoanalysis needs to circle
back continually to its origins as does no
other science. Parsons concluded by
speculating that drive theory might usefully be seen as an expression of the
human impulse to unite thinking and
feeling, a theme expressed throughout
Freud's works, and in artists like Bach,
Michelangelo, and Dante. The audience
took up this point in discussion, by pointing out that many modem artim had not
striven for this unity, and considering the
merits of Gestalt theory,
On Sunday morning, the program turned
to cultural politics with Mark Driscoll,
a graduate student in the Cornell Depanment of Asian Studies, speaking on "A
Freudian Hislory of Sexual Difference in
Japan." Driscoll proposed a revisionary
history of Freud's reception in Japan,
stressing the radicality of its impaci before the Second World War, which was
then obscured by the "official" reception
of psychoanalysis under American occupation in the 1950s. He began by
contrasting the Japanese fascination with
postslTUctural theory ("there has always
been deconstruction in Japan") with his
inability to find copies of Freud's works
in major Tokyo bookstores. In the "early
fascist period" of the 19205 and '305,
however, Freud was "in the streets:'
though not yel in the academy. Freud's
partial but enthusiastic reception focused

on his critiques of traditional gender
roles, and popularJapanese studies called
for an end to sexual repression. Some of
this popular Freudianism even made its
way, in the guise of libido theory, to
military "hygiene" journals. Driscoll
argued that this period was not one of
"blind pre-modem Emperor worship"
but of an unstably fonned identity, in
transition to modernity. After the war,
this early discourse was erased by American structural functionalism (a la Talcott
Parsons) and cultural essentialism. The
new discourse, underwritten in pan by
the CIA, encouraged Doi Takeo's amae
(or "cuddly niceness") theory of Japanese kinship systems. Doi claimed that
Japanese families managed 10 avoid
Oedipal conflict by surrounding the males
with continual maternal affection, producing a "structural dependency" which
immunized the Japanese against neurosis. A lively discussion followed, ranging from the "comfort women" provided
to the Japanese military, to Slavoj Zizek' s
controversial mapping of subjectivity
onto the nation-state, and the contention
that Freud was easy to find in bookstores
as recently as ten years ago.
Ann Cheng's talk, "The Melancholia
of Race:' connected Freudian categories
with the politics of American immigranl
identity. While Cheng, University of
California. Berkeley. identified the
immigrant's dialectic of incorporating
and identifying as "melancholia," or
endless self-denigrating grief, she added
thai the "dominant while [American]
body" is also constituted as melancholic.
After examining moments of
"identificatory disorder" in Ralph
Ellison's Invisible Man and Maxine Hong
Kingston's Woman Warrior, Cheng
turned to the 1940's musical "The Flower
Drum Song" made after the repeal of the
Chinese exclusion act. This film is meant
to celebrate the immigrant experience of
a "model minority" but also constructs
this experience as precarious and illegal.
Cheng pointed out that the cOnlemporary play "M. Butterfly" is meant as a
critique of Western racial stereotyping
but leaves open the question of whether
the female impersonator Song identified
with his "inauthentic" role, or whether
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fantasy and stereotype are how we come
to know or love another. In conclusion,
she posited a "negative capability" which
would neither miss nor sentimentalize
the irreparable racial "wound" of dominam and minority identity. Discussion
of Cheng's paper centered on the ideas of
the model minority as a "third term"
between self and other, the gendering of
melancholia, and whites who "reclaim
the racial wound." Cheng suggested that
"a true engagement with the political
makes for bad politics," and piqUed the
assembly by claiming she was "not interested in the real."
After a break for lunch, Cornell German Department graduate student
AgaIaia K.iarina Kordela inaugurated a
series of papers on Oedipal issues with
"Jocasta's Oedipus." Her discussion of
trauma as a source of guilt and political
manipulation was developed from a
"critical and transferential struggle" with
Sophocles' play "Antigone" and Michael
Fried's 1980 an historical study Theatricality and AbsQrption. Fried contends
that there is no anti-theatrical work of art
but that all ultimately can be made to
serve theatrical ends. Korde1a elaborated that Fried's reading of Rousseau's
Lettre ~ M. d'Aflebert establishes a connection between, on the one hand, theatricality and the desire ofthe other and, on
the other hand, the absorption and the
desire of the Other--e.g.• the beautiful
woman as theatrical as well as the ethical
subjec!' who becomes masochistic in her
self-display and self-immolation. As the
ethical subject. Antigone is turned into a
pure signifier by her death, which must
be repeated by further masochistic subjects ad infinitum. Kordela compared
Oedipus' patricide, which was revenge
against the father's actual attempt to kill
the son, to the incorporation of paternal
guilt and self-destruction by Oedipus'
children, and argued that while the factual attempt to kill (trauma as fact) leads
to revenge against the attacker, a metaphorical attempt to kill (trauma as a
product of signification), as in Oedipus'
curse to his sons to kill themselves, results in identification with the murderous [paternal] desire. She speculated
that this incorporation of guilt might be
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structurally linked to scapegoating, as
Hegel suggested of the Athenians: "what
they reprobated in Socrates had already
struck firm root among themselves," and
they had to be pronounced guiily or
innocent with him. The discussion focused on Antigone's "metaphorical" incest in the realm of the symbolic, and
whether one might mourn for the dead
outside the eternal chain of signification.
Trevor Hope, who received a degree
in Comparative Literature from Cornell
and now teaches at the University of
Rochester, continued the Oedipal theme
with "Foucault's Oedipus," an agonic
attempt to reconcile Foucault with Freud.
Queer theory, Hope reminded the audience, has profited from the encounter
between these traditions--the historicist
and the psychoanalytic--despite the
homophobia of some psychoanalytic
work. Hope restaged this encounter by
comparing tropes of visibility in the
"plague city" passage from Discipline
and Punish and the plague-stricken city
of Thebes in Sophocles' "Oedipus." In
Foucault's account, the appearance of
plague in a seventeenth-century French
town is to be met by the imposition of
strict political order and restrictions on
mobility, and inhabitants are forced to
line up in their front windows in a "great
review of the living and the dead," emp-

tying out the house's interior to the gaze
of power. Hope argued, contra Foucault,
that post-Enlightenment politics was not
limited to the dream of visibility, but was
equally fascinated with "Gothic imerior
spaces," as indicated in Foucault's model
by the figure of the "crow," the abject
human who is pennitted to care for the
sick and dead in the plague city, but also
represents the possibility of movement
in the immobile polis. Psychoanalysis
hopes to make the psyche's interior visible, but the therapist is also ready 10
gothicize mimetically his own psyche.
In Sophocles' play, the Theban plague
unhouses the king Oedipus before his
own citizens, by means of the uncanny,
sexually indeterminate gaze of Tiresias.
Rousseau's dream of a society of lransparent hearts has since turned into paranoia, but psychoanalysis at least places a
value on the secret interior spaces of the
body and psyche. Questions after the
paper dealt with defenses of Foucault
(which Hope had already anticipated),
the Foucault-Habermas debate, and
Jocasta's "ethical" desire 10 keep Oedipus' crime a secret.
The conference's final paper, "Racine's
'Oedipus': Virtual Bodies, Originary
Fantasies," was delivered by Mitchell
Greenberg from the Miami University
of Ohio. Greenberg focused on the role
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of the voice (la voix doree) in Racinc's (coUoquium - continued from fJlJge J)
tragedies, which transports the audience sis on this 'mere' not deserve special
to a past it has never experienced. Freud consideration?...'mere form' must be
recognized the role of the "entcndu" or distinguished from form generally."
overheard sound in the construction of
Gasche concludes that the difference is
fantasies. For the infant, the overheard crocial 10 an understanding of which
voice situates the child as the object of forms Kant argues are beautiful in the
another's desire, opening a rift between Third Critique. The concept of mere
itself and the world, but it also calls the fonn does not concern the empirical
child to take up its rolc in a familial manifold of intuition, but is anterior, he
legend. AccordingtoJoyceMacDougall, argues, to objective attribution. "Mere
the mother's voice is a "siren song" lead- form," he writes, "concerns exclusively
ing back to an Edenic or hellish mother- the possibility of being given in a
child dyad, while the father's voice calls representation...of having the fonn of an
the child back into speech and the law. In object." This leap enables Gasche to
Racine's tragedies, political instability is utilize Kant to account for numerous
represented in terms of psychic instabil- trends in contemporary art. By way of
ity. but political crisis is resolved by the his argument, "artworks can thus be unsacrifice of the tragic hero. The plays derstood as reflections on the necessary
stage a battle between the masculine and requisites for becoming an object, or as
the feminine in the family and public the staging of the minimal conditions
order--which are resolved in favor of the that must be met for a material manifold
masculine, but at great cost. With the to be recognizable as having the form of
destruction of the woman and child, the an object."
male has no more link to his past or
By switching registers in Kant, he pulls
future. Greenberg turned to the "licit de judgements ofthe beautiful into the realm
Theramene" in the play "PhCdre," in of objective determinations, away from
which Hippolyte's violent death is nar- matters of taste. In so doing, Gasche
rated to the audience, producing the ef- attempts to, once and for all, wrench
fect ofa tableau. In Racine's nighttime Kant away from the Schillerian Classiscenes, the distinction between subjects cists who would seek todo him harm. At
vanishes, indicating the inchoate sexual- the end of a lively discussion, Geoff
ity below the surface of the Oedipal. As Waite volunteered somewhat skeptically
theater structures the individual into the that Gaschc provides the reader with u a
communal, certain myths continue to fas- Kant who says what he means," which,
cinate because they ground our political Waite suggested, mayor may not always
structures, and tragic drama pcnnits the be the case. This intervention seemed to
"cleansing of our guilty souls" with tears interest Gaschc.
of loss as we recognize what we have had
Christian Gundermann of the Deto sacrifice. The discussion after panment of German Studies at Cornell
Greenberg's paper focused on the ques- demonstrated his sense of humor in the
tion of ekphrasis, creating a picture with gently worded introduction to "The Uses
words, and then turned, in a mood of of Hubert Fichte--or: Outgrowing Mere
summing-up, to the relations between Fuss." He writes "Hubert Fichtc is,
psychoanalysis and pcrformativity (the despite the fact that people frequently
"Freudian stage") which had recurrcd insist that I am wrong about 'that firsl
throughout so many of the conference name,' not the idealist Gennan philosopher Johann Gottlieb Fiehte."
papers.
Gundermann writes aboutoneofFichte' s
early novels: Versuch iiberdie Pubertiit,
Ele(Ulor Courtmanche is a graduate
from 1974. He summarizes that this
student in the Deparrment of Comparative
section
of his work-in-progress is "an
Uterature at Cornell.
attempt to read the perplexing and scandalous dissection scene which opens,
lohn Kim is a graduate student in the
Department of German Studies at COrTU!II.
closes and runs through the entire novel
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as a central motif of the working-through
process of primitivist discourses, as the
culmination and explosion of
modernism's erotic colonial phantasm."
Fortunately forComell, Chri stian iscomfortable discussing psychoanalysis, gender theory, modernism and colonialism.
He brings them together in an engaging
text that goes well beyond the borders of
the novel itself.
The title contains a double entendre in
that Gundermann intends to read Fichte
by way of D. W. Winnicott's tenn use.
When he speaks of the uses of Hubert
Fichte, he refers not primarily to other
people's readings of Fichte, but t9
Fichte's uses of the colonial other. One
of Gundermann's declared intentions is
to systematize Fichte's concept of use,
which one critic maintains can be recon·
structed based on Fichte's own deliberations. Gundermann points out that ''Fichte
has an ambivalent relation to theory formation, emphasizing thai the novels are
not means to construct theories."
For the benefit of the reader.
Gundermann explicates Winnicolt' s concept of the use of an object. People relale
10 the outside world through usages.
Objects, Winnicotl maintains, can be
used when they are in the play area,
which is to say "outside the individual,
but not in the external world." The
manipulation of objects in the play area
is what Winnicolt calls the use of an
object.
Use is imponant as a psychoanalytical
concept in that it is juxtaposed with
hallucination. Gundermann writes that
objects have to be born in order to be
used. and "the destructive event leading
to the birth of an external object cannot
be a hallucinated event...there has to be
the capacilY to use an object rather than
to hallucinate it."
At this point Gundermann makes the
transition into reading Fichte asking "how
are we to read the destruction and fetishistic use of black (African) bodies in
Fichle's literature?" The leap into the
text is made through the aforementioned
discussion scene in which the young
protagonist of Versuch iiber die Pubertiir
encounters a black body. Gundermann
refers back to Fanon's understanding of
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the role of the black body in the colonial
imaginary as "a split-off, projected and
phobic part of the white self." The
encounter with the colonial other is, in
this instance. the search for the adequate
use ofthat other. He summarizes: "I will
read Fichte's project of demystification
or secularization in Versuch as an attempt to work through this hallucinatory
and phobic colonial imaginary, to hook
his desire to real objects and come to the
fonn of usage and playing which the
modcrnist avant-garde. metonymically
represented in Fichte's writing by
Rimbaud, failed to develop." He concludes the insightful and close reading
by asking a number of questions about
the possibility of mutual usage; and
whether or not there can be a use without
mutual destruction.
As always, the discussion was challenging and thought-provoking. Suzanne
Stewart raised questions about
Gundcnnann's reading of fetishistic disavowal, and graduatc studcn! Mike
Richardson put a question to the group
concerning the degree to which the word
"use" may be tainted by capitalism and
eltploilation when included in discussions of colonialism.
Another doctoral candidate in the Department of Gennan Studies, Kiarina
Kordela, graced the community with a
generous dosage of deconstruction and
charisma. Hertext, "The GiftofPoison"
utilizes an innovative fonnat to eltamine
post modern discourse, taking the
deconstructive
concepts
of
"supplementarity" and "grafting," especially in the writings of Jacques Derrida.
as epistomologically eltemplary. She
simultaneously explores the logic of
Neostoicism and the German tragic
drama. Almost a collage itself, as a nod
to Valery by way of Derrida. the paper is
arranged with three separate sections on
each page: a left, a right. and a horizontal
boltom. The left column deals with.
what she herself describes as, "the
intenelttual relation between literary
analysis and analyzed text." The right
column deals with ''the intratextual debateon supplementarity between Derrida
and others." The bonom section deals
with the Gennan Baroque drama and its
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relation to "the law." Kordela challenges the reader to analyze each separate section diachronically and each page
synchronically using the bold-faced
words as visual cues in the text to find
possible relations between the three sections.
In the left column, ''The Magnificence
of the Supplement," Derrida's analysis
of the "chicken and egg" question inscribed on cenain sarcophagi ("0 Ra.
who art in thy egg") is called into question. As Derrida privileges neither
chicken nor egg, since the answer is the
differance or the "supplementarity" between
cause
and
effect.
Derrida's"scriptocentrism," just as
logocentrism, hides the "magnificent"
answer. in this case supplementarity
itself is the site of the absolute other or
"being." In Derrida's analysis of Egyptian mythology, he retells the genealogical production ofThoth. the originator of
difference into language. and demonstrates that Egyptian mythology is a system in which each "primary" part (patency/father) is supplemented by the opposing "secondary" part (impotency/son)
characterized by a series of violent and
"mad" substitutions. Similarly, the debate between writing and speech. "interlaced" and "transgressed" by signification. leads to "Rome," as the eltpression
goes. Kordela writes that Derrida's Rome
is "a 'Rome' which remains immune to
all supplements and competitions. and.
as such, outside the text...But also a
'Rome' which is perfonnatively procured by the textual movements of
supplementarity, and. as such, inside the
text. The topological status of Rome is.
consequently, also supplemented. allowing thus for the claim that 'there is no
outside-text. '" In the second half of the
left column. she extends her argument to
include Derrida's pharmakon. In the
section entitled: ''The phannakos: incorporation and Abjection." the role of a
scapegoat or "pharmakos" and "grafting" in the production of binary opposi·
tions and the hiding of the absolute other
are investigated.
The right colum, "Of Seriousness and
Non-Seriousness" explores the debate
among Austin/Searle (engaging "speech

act theory," in particular) and Derrida as
one manifestation of the debate between
"presence" and "signification" which
never really reaches the level of debate,
but is rather continuously reproduced.
Kordela argues that "grafting" itself,
despite its own claims, reintroduces binary oppositions (between the
perfonnative and the constative) by inserung original concepts into continuously new contexts.
In the bottom section of the paper. "The
Law, the Cannibal, and the Signifier,"
theanempts of Nco-Stoicism. especially
by its representative Lipsius in De
Constantia. to reintroduce meaning into
the meaninglessness of human life is
examined. The Neo-Stoic substitution
of divine providence for Stoic necessity
and the Neo-Stoic concept of "free will"
allow for hubristic interference by man
into ''the necessity" of things, thus making the incorporation of sin and guilt
central concems of seventeenth-century
European Baroque literature. In the
eighteenth-century bourgeois drama this
effect of increasing secularization continues with the sacrifice of the woman
for the survival of the male subject and
society. Kordela traces these processes
through Lohenstein's Sophonisbe and
Cleopatra.
Discussion of the paper at the
colloquium commenced with the question (raised by Peter Hohendahl) of
whether or not the consignment of the
Baroque texts to the bottom of the pages
rendered this discussion subordinate to
the deconstructive issues raised. Kordela
pointed out that they could equally as
well be considered the basis (or ground)
for her arguments by vinue of their formal position. Further discussion revolved around silence and competition
in texts, other examples of post-structuralist discourse. the process of grafting
and the concealment of underlying concepts. Biddy Martin asked of both
Kordela and the colloquium participants
if there was either a necessary or even
contingent relation between Baroque literature and deconstructive debate. This
question was not answered conclusively.
but the conversation took a lively tum.
The final paper of the lGCS colloquium
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in 1996 was provided by the University
of Rochester's Patricia Henninghouse.
She offered a work in progress called
"Gender, Race and Revolution in Haiti:
German Interests in the Caribb~an" which
focuses on four German texts from the
19th and 20th centuries which deal in
different ways with the Haitian rebellion
of 1791-1803. Herminghouse noted that,
although concentrating on Heinrich von
Kleist's novella Die Verlobung in St.
Domingo (1811); Theodor Komer's
drama Toni (1812); Die Hochz.eit von
Haiti (1949) by Anna Seghers; and Hans
Christoph Buch' s Die Hochz.eitvon Portau-Prince (1984), she could have chosen
a number of texts dealing with German
concerns in the Caribbean. The broad
range of possibilities emphasizes the
potentials and importance of such investigations for the field of German Studies.
In her paper. Herminghouse mentions
that her intention is to investigate the
various representations of Haiti and the
context in which the Caribbean other
appears. She naturally makes no attempt
to provide the reader with a "right" version herself.
Herminghouse presents a brief history
of Haiti from Columbus' arrival through
the slave revolt of 1791 to its independence and exstence as the first black
republic. She notes the various pseudoscientific blood classifications which
were used to determine property rights in
the eighteenth century, making the slave
revolt both a racial and class war. Although Germany did not play a major
role in the Haitian revolution, it became
increasingly influential in the economy
and politics of Haiti in the late nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries as German
businesses supported frequent revolutions for their own economic interests.
Having presented the reader with a
background of Haitian history,
Herrninghouse proceeded to situate the
aUlhors of the four texts in relation to the
following: the events taking place in
Haiti; the assumptions in Germany in
their respective time periods; and their
own personal histories. Heinrich von
Kleisl's anti-French sentiments and the
assumption of black inferiority in Europe during his time arc noted a~ having
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been potentially significant in his writing of Die Ver/obung. However, his socalled "Kantkrise," in which he realized
that the human mind cannot comprehend
the "essence" beyond appearances, seems
particularly relevant in reading the way
in which "blackness,"' "whiteness," and
mulallo race classifications are viewed
and misunderstood by characters in
Kleisl's ironic telling of the story. In
Komer's reworking of Kleist's story the
issues become simplified, and emphasis
is on the internal whiteness (associated
with woman and purity) of the female
main character, who is neither white not
black in external appearance. The play
ends happily.
Influenced by Kleist, Anna Seghers
experienced Latin America more directly
than the other two authors, traveling
through the Caribbean to her exile in
Mexico. As a Jew and a Marxist, her
interest in Haitian events centered on
social enlightenment and revolution. As
the intertextual relationships escalate,
Hans Christoph Buch invokes both KJeist
and Seghers in his first novel, Die
Hochzeit von Port·au-Prince. Both personal and political interests combine in
this postmodern novel transgressing time
and space, pointing to a future which
cannot yet be known. Henninghouse
asserts that Buch "resituates the old discourse of race, gender and nation into a
more recent, specifically German context." Finally, Herrninghouse returns to
the question of literary criticism and
encourages us to consider our own investments in the Caribbean.
As was the case with each of the talks,
after the discussion there was a fine
reception sponsored by the Institute.
Beyond the shadow of a doubt there will
be more guest speakers, lively discussions and wann receptions in the spring. -

Contributions to Gennan Culture News
are welcome. Ifyou would like an event
listed or have an article to contribute,
please contact Julia Stewan at 255-8408
or e-TTUJil: js75@comell.edu.

(Groos - cominued from page 2)
chapter is devoted to a fascinating exposition of the medical remedies of mounting ingenuity and uniform vanity, because they represent finally no more than
a series of atlempts to circumvent divine
will. Each cure is the subject of a medical mini-treatise that affords striking insights into the medical lore with the
recuperative message. The chapter culminates in suggestions on how Wolfram's
thinking intersects with the capital theme
of human renewal in the twelfth century.
a theme in which human initiatives and
divine remedies collaborate.
In
Wolfram's version the emphasis is on
the incompleteness of human ingenuity.
Chapter 7 "From Romance to Revelation" is equally rich in scientific backgrounds, this time of an astronomical
nature, equating planetary movements
with the rational motions of the mindand
the irrational motions of the flesh, and
again using the realm of the grail to
relativize the Anhurian world. This
chapter also culminates in suggestions
about how Wolfram's merging ofearthly
and heavenly elements in the Grail Castle
corresponds to key passages in the twelfthcenrury Neoplatonists (Alan ofLille and
Bernard Silvester). Chapter 8 "From
Medicine to Miracle" deals with
Parzival's return to the Grail Castle in
Book 16, a castle that now appears
demystified in the eyes of a reborn hero.
The spell is broken and the magical
question is posed. revealing the shortfall
of human (medical) help without the
intervention of''true help" (789.19). The
point is neatly illustrated with a passage
from a contemporary sermon referring to
Christ's cure in Luke 14 (p. 216)--"with
his words, without salve, without bandages, without any kind of medicine."
The final chapter deals with the notorious inconsistencies between Trevrizent's
positions in Book 9 and Book 16 and
seeks to resolve them by rejecting the
idea of an authoritative narrator and assuming mutabilities in Trevnzent's
views.
A summary of the highpoints does no
justice to the richness of the book overall.
It is pitched at a consistently high level
and nowhere lapses into banalities. The
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learning is profound, and the notes abstract, in Wolframian terms, a veritable
"wagon-load" of critical literature, withOUI ever being obstrusive. The subtitle
looks at first glance to be disturbingly
heterogeneous but in fact accurately encapsulates the book's singular and unified accomplishment. Parzjval is encyclopedia, romance and salvation parable
all in one, and Groos demonstrates how
the encyclopedia and romance aspects
consistently underpin the parable. As a
consequence he also demonstrates how
Wolfram's book both is and is no longer
romance. Genre and quest have usually
been regarded as worthy subjects. but
Wolfram's scientific lore has sometimes
been viewed as a distraction. It may
therefore be Groos's greatest achievement that he has shown how integral the
scientific and encyclopedic aspects are
and how intimately they collaborate with
the parable. His book is a brilliantly
succesful attempt to capture the essence
ofWolframianism and is a monumem of
that peculiar, but not unheroic, institution. American medievalism.
:::

Theodore M. Andersson is Professor of
German at Stanford University.

********
(Parlomentori4n - cOnlinuedfrom page 1)

gration and naturaliution in Germany.
As his party's speaker on immigration
issues in the Internal Affairs Committee
of the Parliament, he contributes frequently 10 the debate on immigration
policy. Mr. Ozdemir is chainnan of the
Association of German-Turkish and
Greek-Turkish Members of Parliamem.
In 1996. he received the CIVIS and
Theodor Heuss awards for his outstanding commitment to intercultural understanding.
The lecture at Cornell will be in English. The public is cordially invited.
For further information, contact the Institute for German Cultural Studies at
255-8408 or js75@comell.edu.
0

********
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(BOhme - continued from page 3)

these clean environments. human bodies
lose recognizability and recognizable
contexts. In the series of photographs. it
was Bohme's intent to make clear that
the concept of space is becoming increasingly meaningless, everything starts
to blur and flow together.
Bohme concluded his talk by claiming
that mankind has vanished like a face
drawn in the sand. Arguably, the human
being has been delivered over to a postbiological existence. and the series of
photographs was an epitaph commemorating nol only the technology of the
camera. bUI our image as well.
AI the question and answer session
which followed, Professor Leslie Adelson
argued that perhaps race should be accounted for in the argument because
when pure light is juxtaposed with pure
blackness, this metaphor often has serious consequences for the discourse of
race and its relation to essential "being."
It could be interesting to explore, she
pointed out, who, racially speaking, is
associated with the categories of darkness and night.
Professor Biddy Martin called intoquestion the idea of declaring the end of
humanity as we know it. She argued that
perhaps one could understand the apocalyptic notion of the end of everything as
a wish to extinguish the body, a wish
which naturally always remains
unfulfilled. Bohme held on to the idea
that we may be at an apocalyptic moment in history, and that we should continue to ask what consequences these
changes produce. He argued that Ihe
hundreds ofthousands of people in staticfree environments reduced to eyes and
hands is reason enough to mourn. In
response to a question by graduate student Mike Richardson, Bohmeconcurred
that the photos were not objective. rather
intended to provoke a response. therefore one could not necessarily take their
apocalyptic visions of the workplace as
representations of reality, rather as attempts to open the space of discussion.
Professor Bohme met wilh a group of
graduate students the following morning
to discuss the seminars he was teaching
as visiting scholar at New York Univer-

sity--courses on Pygmalion and on the
history ofdiscourse around the elements.
The Cornell-Humboldt exchange will
continue with a conference in Berlin this
May on the future of the
Ku1turwissenschnften.
C

Brad Prager is a graduate student in
the Department ofGemum Studies at
Cornell.

********

"LEGACIES OF
FREUD" SERIES
CONTINUES
The series of conferences on "'Legacies
of Freud" will continue end of February
with two important speakers.
On Tuesday, February 25 at 4:30 p.m"
Judith Butler, ofthe Department ofRhetoric, University of California, Berkeley,
will present a paper "Melancholy's
Rage." Venue is Hollis Cornell auditorium in Goldwin Smith Hall, Cornell
campus. A reception will follow the
presentation at the Society for the Humanities in A. D. White House.
Adam Phillips, practicing psychoanalyst in London, will speak on Wednesday, February 26 at 4:30 p.m. in the
Guerlac Room. A. D. White House. His
topic is "A Stab at Hinting." A reception
will follow.
On Thursday. February 27, Dr. Phillips
will hold a seminar for the purpose of
discussing his paper and will answer
questions arising from the lecture. This
seminar will take place in room 201, A.
D. White House, from 10:00 to 11:30
a.m.
Organizer is Biddy Martin. Associate
Dean and professor in the Department of
Gennan Studies. Sponsors are again the
Institute for Gennan Cultural Studies,
Department of Gennan Studies. Society
for the Humanities, Institute for European Studies, German Academic Exchange Service, Lesbian. Bi-Sexual and
Gay Studies, and the Dean of Arts and
Sciences.
Both events arc free and open to the
public.
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strong the stereotype of masculinity was,
(Mosst ~ conlinutd from p(Jgt 5)
made it easy to identify leftist, pro-soviet which the Nazis were said to transcend.
intellectuals. The books were part pro- With respect to the Spanish Civil War,
paganda traclS, part factual reports. Mosse noted that the anti-fascist attitude
Members of the club includc:d many of was not free of racism. although it was on
the diverse groups involved in anti-fas- an unconscious level. Although the
cism and the popular front: liberals, movement saw itself as anti-racist, and
trade unionists. communists, socialists. although blacks fought for the loyalists
The club was diverse, including a poetry in the Abe Lincoln brigade, Franco's
group, a science guild, even a theater sparking of rebellion by bringing a Moguild. This search for a new sociely was roccan army across, was described by
united, but amorphous. Its big moment the anti-fascists as "an invasion of civicame when Harald Lasky, the club's lization by blacks." Mosse remarked,
"great prophet" became chair of the la- however, that this blindness said more
bor party: an intellectual as political about the times themselves than about
leader.
the intentions.
Mosse noted that this time the slogan of
A couple of the follow-up questions
the group was "Against War and Imperi- asked Masse how anti-Semitism played
alism." When the group marched one into the anti-fascist movement. Masse
day, with Masse carrying a huge wreath answered that there was no anti-Semitism
with thc slogan on a banner across it, they in the movement. "The main enemy was
were stopped before passing through St. always Hitler.'· He noted, however. that
Peters and St. Petcrs college and were the "Jewish question'· was subsumed
told that they could deposit the wreath if under the larger concerns--they were
they cut off "and Imperialism" from the careful not to isolate it. Masse remarked
banner. After much debate, they did not that he himself was never interested in
continue marching. Mosse noted sheep- anti-Semitism as such until he experiishly, ''the wreath ended up sitting in my enced discrimination in the United States.
For Mosse, the movement greatly faroom."
Despite Mossc's anecdotes, however, cilitated his assimilation in England--he
''thcre was a dark side to this rosy sidc." had little to do with other German exiles,
With all the papers and propaganda leaf- considering himself a "boy of British
lets against Fascism, it was ironically the youth" and was ignorant of refugee jourNazis who detennincd the tcrms of the nals, all published in German. His politidebate. All of the charges that the anti- cal awakening at the time was accompafascists madc against the Nazis centered nied by his study of history, which gave
around questions of respectability, of him the distance of skepticism, and made
whether or not the Nazis were "real it easier for him to see the movement
men." Even Brecht's "Ballad of the 30th with detachment.
of June" ponrayed Hitler and Roehm as
The second stage of Mosse' s exile came
having sexual experience. It was this with his 1939 emigration to the United
establishment of respectability, of viril- States, a break from his previous life.
ity (and charging its enemics with being His strongest impression of the U.S.,
"unmanly" or "homos") which the Nazis however, was one of racism--of receivthemselves pursued. When a later ques- ing a letter from Columbia indicating
tion pointed out that this left-wing that they could not admit him to graduate
homophobia was older than the anti- school since their Jewish quota had been
fascist movement, Mosse nodded in filled.
agreement. "It was old, but it became the
Before making some concluding remain accusation against the Nazis," since marks about exile, Mosse reinforced that
the Nazis set themselves up as a anti-fascism had a much different vaMiinnerstaat. "We should have known:' lence back in the (hinies. "In 1936 it
Mosse admitted, "they were the same looked as if fascism would dominate
things that Hitler used against Roehm." Europe, as ifit was the way of the future.
For Masse, it showed just how very Don't forget." he reminded the audi-
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ence, "the U.S.S.R. stood up against the
Nazis when no one else did." This
opposition meant that many in the antifascist movement tended to ignore the
underside of the U.S.S.R. All of this
stopped, however, when the Hitler-Stalin
pact was signed. This event did more to
destroy the anti-fascist movement than
anything else-·even the Left Book Club
faltered. When anti-fascism was revived
later as a Bolshevik movement. it became merely a slogan. In response to a
later question, he remarked, "when you
hear 'fascism' and anti-fascism' today,
be suspicious. Ask, 'what kind of fascism?'"
Mosse's political awakening came not
gradually, but with a series of shocks. In
retrospect, exile didn't break his heart,
but was ralher a reinvigorating experience, which forced him to make something of himself. Yet while assimilation
was easy for him on the whole, ''the fact
remains that the refugee always remains
an outsider." In 1939 nothing was more
humiliating than trying to gel permission
to stay in France. Mosse also sought to
deflate Switzerland's neutral image, by
recounting how, before going to Switzerland, his parents had to deposit money in
a Swiss bank to ensure that he left. The
'T' stamped in his German passport was
done so upon Swiss request, so that they
could keep track of the number of Jews
entering Switzerland. Even in the U.S.,
he was an outsider because of his
Jewishness. On the positive side, "I never
regretted my outsiderdom. For a historian, this is a tremendous advantage:'
noted Masse. He concluded: "If these
experiences of uprootedness gO! me an)'
closer to being a free-floating intellectual, then I was lucky to be uprooted at an
early age."

Michael Richardson is a graduate student in the Depanment o/German Studies at Cornell.

CALL FOR PAPERS
Graduate students Intensted. In
presenting a paper at the Gennan
Colloquium Series
plellSc call thc Institute at 5-8408
or e-mail js75@oorneU,edu
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INSTITUTE FOR GERMAN CULTURAL STUDIES
GERMAN COLLOQUIUM
SPRING 1997
February 7

Sara Lennox, University of Massachusetts
·'White Ladies and Dark Continents in Ineeborfl Bachmann's Todesarten"
February 14

Susan Buck-Morss, Cornell University
"The Theory of Freedom and the Practice of Slavery: Hellel and Haiti in 1803"
March 7

Barbara Hahn, Visiting Professor, Princeton University
"Driven and Inspjred: Debates on Male and Female Intellectuality in
Tum-of-the-Cemury GCODaoy"
March 28

Eleanor Courtemanche, Graduate Student, Cornell University
"Nat;QnalOkonomie. Freytag's Soil und Hoben. and the Geist of Capitalism"
April 11

Brian Jacobs, Graduate Student, Cornell University
"Kant's Invention of Subject Autonomy"
April 25

Andres Nader, Graduate Student, Cornell University
(TEA)

May 2

Volker Mertens, Freie Universitiit, Berlin
"Concepts of Gender in the Writings of Medieval Male Mystics: 51. Bernard. Heinrich Seuse"

The colloquia are held in Room 181, Goldwin Smith Hall, beeinnine at 3:00. rapeD can be picked up one week in advance at 183
Goldwin Smith or al the InstiNle (or Genuan Cultural Studjes. 726 Unjyersity Ayenue,
Tel: (607) 255-8408.
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